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The National Service Scheme (NSS) is a Central Sector Scheme of
Government of India, Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports. The sole aim of NSS
is to provide hands-on experience to young students in delivering
community service. Since the inception of the NSS in the year 1969, they
have gone from a student base of 40,000 to over 3.8 million up till March
2018.

Since its inception in 2019, NSS cell of Maharaja Surajmal Institute of
Technology has held various engaging events. It also supports and
strengthens NGOs, rural or urban communities and organises various
events in collaboration with Prakriti MSIT (environmental society of MSIT)
as well. Clothes, food and books donation, donation for flood victims, blood
donation Camp are some notable events organised by NSS Cell of MSIT.

NSS MSIT can be reached via nssclub@msit.in
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MOVIE EXHIBITION ON PARTITION HORRORS
REMEMBRANCE
13 AUGUST, 2022

NSS MSIT organized a movie exhibition on partition horrors remembrance for
the faculty members of MSIT. To showcase the sufferings of partition affected
people.

Even Director sir Col. Dr. Rajnit singh joined for this event. This event took
place at 11:30 am in MSIT seminar hall.



This event kick started by welcoming the Director sir Col. Dr. Rajnit Singh,
who addressed the audience and enlightened the audience with his views on
partition and the pain of people affected by it.



Movie Pinjar based on a Punjabi novel “Pinjar” by Amrita Pritam was
showcased to bring light to the pain, agony and sufferings of millions of people
who were the sufferers of partition.
This movie beautifully depicts the problems faced by people during the partition
of India. Reminding everyone of the largest displacement of the human
population in the last century.

LIST OF VOLUNTEERS
● Abhay Tomar Btech CSE
● Vriti Bhalla BBA General
● Sukriti Btech CSE
● Mahatav kapoor Btech IT
● Ananya Bhatt BBA General
● Kartikey Naswa Btech IT
● Rakesh Btech ECE
● Sanidhya BBA General
● Keshav BBA B&I
● Anveisha BBA
● Bhavesh Aggarwal Btech IT
● Sanjana Btech CSE
● Guneet sodhi Btech CSE



PLANTATION DRIVE
13 August, 2022

NSS MSIT organized a Plantation Drive to create awareness regarding climate
change and its adverse effects on us. The faculty also joined along with the
students for this great initiative. This event took place in the MSIT canteen’s
grounds at 11:00 A.M.



This event began with the welcome of our director, Mr. Ranjit Singh, as well as
Ms. Savita Ahlawat and many other faculty teachers. The director sir at first
shared a few words of motivation with everyone present.

The creativity team also made some banners and posters emphasizing the value
of tree plantations. The students brought a variety of saplings for this drive. The



first sapling was planted in the garden by the director sir. The teachers then
moved on to plant other saplings. And finally, the students planted all the
remaining saplings. More than ten saplings were planted in the college's ground.

● Abhay Tomar CSE
● Deeksha Deep IT
● Abhinav Choudhary CSE
● Raunak Maini IT
● Vanshika EEE
● Srishti Dharvani CSE
● Neeraj BBA General
● Dixa Kanojia Bcom
● Lavanya BCA
● Vaishnavi D CSE
● Annanya Mohanty CSE
● Kartavya BBA
● Sanidhya ECE
● Dishita BBA
● Kanika ECE
● Harshita ECE



FOOD DONATION DRIVE
7 September, 2022

NSS MSIT organized its annual Food Donation Drive on 07th September 2022
on the occasion of nutrition week. In India, nutrition week is observed from
September 1 to September 7, to spread awareness about nutrition and the
importance of healthy eating habits for overall public health. The Food Drive
began at 1 pm when volunteers gathered in order to donate food items.

Students were requested to bring nutritious food and the drive focussed on and
around the area of Tilak Nagar. Students brought fresh and nutritional food
items for donation and were split up into groups of 5 to distribute the collected
items and also raise awareness regarding malnourishment and nutrition.
Volunteers raised awareness among the general public about balanced diets and
nutrition through encouraging discussions and colorful and attractive posters.
The food items included fresh fruits, bread slices and hampers of rice, and
delicious



homemade dishes. Many of the people receiving the collected items,
remembered the food donation drives held earlier. People were educated about
nutrition week and good eating habits; being encouraged to have a balanced diet
and to further spread this awareness. Volunteers received encouragement from
passersby and covered a large area in order to make the drive as effective as
possible.

The drive was a success with all volunteers involved receiving blessings and
well wishes from individuals who received the donations. The drive served as
an encouraging opportunity to make the successive drives even more fruitful
and extensive. The volunteers from Prakriti MSIT, NSS MSIT, and UBA MSIT
are proud to have hosted this event and look forward to conducting more such
drives in the future.



● Aviral Bharadvaj CSE
● Vriti Bhalla BBA
● Bhavesh Aggarwal IT
● Maanvika ECE
● Sanjana Yadav CSE
● Guneet Sodhi CSE
● Abhay Tomar CSE
● Paras Ahuja BBA
● Shreya Singh IT
● Naman Madan EEE
● Sarthak IT
● Nehal BBA
● Niharika singh Bcom
● Gunjan Gupta BCA
● Kartikey Naswa IT
● Vidhu Mathur EEE
● Satvik Choudhary ECE
● Bhavesh IT



Orphanage and Old age home visit
24 December 2022

The students of NSS MSIT along with octave musical society visited an
Orphanage and Old age home, Human care international (Prem Dham) on 24th
of December. Our volunteers spent some quality time with the children and
elders by conducting fun activities from musical chairs to tambola. Volunteers
distributed chocolates and refreshments followed by cake distribution. The
memories will be cherished for a lifetime !



List of Volunteers

Abhay Tomar - Btech CSE
Vriti Bhalla - BBA General
Sukriti - Btech CSE
Mahatav Kapoor - Btech IT
Ananya Bhatt - BBA General
Kartikey Naswa - Btech IT
Rakesh - Btech ECE
Sanidhya - BBA General
Sanjana Yadav - Btech CSE
Deeksha Deep - Btech IT
Abhinav Choudhary - Btech CSE
Vanshika - Btech EEE
Guneet Sodhi - Btech CSE
Bhavesh Aggarwal - Btech IT



ADIOS‘22
28 December 2022

2022 was an unpredictable year with many surprises. So why give it a boring
goodbye? Yes, you heard it right!!! WE ARE BACK WITH ADIOS!!!! Let’s
welcome 2023 and say goodbye to 2022. NSS MSIT got you covered to bid a
warm farewell to the year 2022 filled with beautiful memories and welcome a
new chapter of your life with open arms and hopes and aspirations for 2023.

We happily invite you to join us for Adios'22. Let's end this year with utmost joy
and positivity.
Adios featured : -
• Guns and Roses : - A celebration for all the lovers in our campus, where
you can test your compatibility as a couple
• Squid Games : - An event including a collection of games from the
series, exactly like you saw on Netflix.
• Sportizilla :- “Run, run and run….. the more your body cries out as a
sweat, more physically and mentally fit you are.”
• Quizohilic :- Until one stops asking questions, no one ever turns into a
fool. So go ahead and be prepared for the adventure, fuel your brain, and exhibit
your knowledge. Given that this is more than simply a test; rather, it is a
learning experience that one seeks.
List of Volunteers

1. Abhay Tomar - Btech CSE
2. Vriti Bhalla - BBA General
3. Sukriti - Btech CSE
4. Mahatav Kapoor - Btech IT



5. Ananya Bhatt - BBA General
6. Kartikey Naswa - Btech IT
7. Rakesh - Btech ECE
8. Sanidhya - BBA General
9. Keshav - BBA B&I
10. Anveisha - BBA
11. Deeksha Deep - Btech IT
12. Abhinav Choudhary - Btech CSE
13. Raunak Maini - Btech IT
14. Vanshika - Btech EEE
15. Srishti Dharvani - Btech CSE
16. Neeraj - BBA General
17. Dixa Kanojia - Bcom
18. Lavanya - BCA
19. Vaishnavi D - Btech CSE
20. Annanya Mohanty - Btech CSE
21. Kartavya - BBA
22. Dishita - BBA
23. Kanika - Btech ECE
24. Harshita - Btech ECE
25. Aviral Bharadvaj - Btech CSE
26. Maanvika - Btech CSE
27. Sanjana Yadav - Btech CSE
28. Guneet Sodhi - Btech CSE
29. Paras Ahuja - Btech IT
30. Shivansh Arora - CSE
31.Anshuman Khanna - Btech ECE
32.Himanshu - BBA G
33.Harshit Arora - Btech CSE
34.Dhruv Jain - Btech IT
35.Paritosh Bhandari - BBA G
36.Raghav Goyal - BBA G
37.Kriti Gupta - Btech ECE
38.Yuvraj Gupta - Btech CSE
39.Priya Raj Kashyap - Btech ECE
40.Vanshaj Jain - BCOM
41.Ritika Bansal - BBA G



42.Naman Vyas - Btech CSE
43.Deewanshi Batra - BCOM
44.Tarush Masand - Btech EEE
45.Kartik Tyagi - Btech EEE
46.Shubham Panwar - Btech EEE
47.Shreya Singh - Btech EEE
48.Dhiraj Jha - Btech IT
49.Ayushi Singh - Btech EEE
50.Bhavesh Aggarwal - Btech IT



CLOTH DONATION DRIVE
5 December 2022 to 10 January 2023

On 10th January, 2023 NSS MSIT organized a Cloth Donation Drive.

Believe it or not, donating clothes not only helps bring a smile to someone needy but it’s
actually great for the environment. The drive was conducted from 5th December,2022 to
10th January,2023. By the end, large numbers of clothes were collected at the college
campus due to the overwhelming response from the students.

The donation drive lasted for about 2 hours, ended around 2:15 P.M. and it was a tiring yet
wholesome experience for everyone there. It was ensured that every needy present there was
given some clothing item to fight this immense winter.

One small instance happened when a little kid came personally to one of our team members
and said thank you in his cute voice. Emotional moments like these just make it a better day
to contribute more in such a social work. The team took a snapshot to add this beautiful day
to the diary of happy days. The team also had a little chat with some kids and adults present
over there. The old age group present there were expressing their happiness by giving
blessings to the team members. The kids and adults too were content and everyone had a
smile on their faces. At last, everybody said bye to the people present there and it was
indeed a day well spent.

List of Volunteers
1. Shivansh Arora - Btech CSE



2. Anshuman Khanna - Btech ECE
3. Himanshu - BBA G
4. Harshit Arora - Btech CSE
5. Dhruv Jain - Btech IT
6. Paritosh Bhandari - BBA G
7. Raghav Goyal - BBA G
8. Kriti Gupta - Btech ECE
9. Yuvraj Gupta - Btech CSE
10. Priya Raj Kashyap - Btech ECE
11. Vanshaj Jain - Btech BCOM
12. Ritika bansal - Btech BBA G
13. Naman Vyas - Btech CSE
14. Deewanshi Batra - Btech BCOM
15. Guneet Sodhi - Btech CSE
16. Tarush Masand - Btech EEE
17. Sanjana Yadav - Btech CSE
18. Kartik Tyagi - Btech EEE
19. Shubham Panwar - Btech EEE
20. Shreya Singh - Btech EEE
21. Dhiraj Jha - Btech IT
22. Ayushi Singh - Btech EEE
23. Bhavesh Aggarwal - Btech IT



ANIMAL CARE CENTRE VISIT
15 March 2023

On March 15, 2023, NSS MSIT conducted a visit to Sanjay Gandhi Animal Care Center.
Volunteers actively engaged in hands-on activities, including animal care and facility
maintenance. Educational sessions on responsible pet ownership were conducted, and a
donation drive garnered support from the college community. The visit had a positive
impact on both volunteers and the center, fostering a sense of responsibility and community
support for animal welfare.



Participants:

Biswajeet Parhi - Btech CSE
Dishita Dubey - BBA General
Sukriti - Btech CSE
Annanya Mohanty - Btech CSE
Ananya Bhatt - BBA General
Bhavesh Aggarwal - Btech IT
Aviral - Btech CSE
Rakesh - Btech ECE
Sanidhya - BBA General
Sanjana Yadav - Btech CSE
Deeksha Deep - Btech IT
Abhinav Choudhary - Btech CSE
Vanshika - Btech EEE
Guneet Sodhi- Btech CSE



EMPOW-HER
24 March 2023

"Success of every woman should be an inspiration for another" this inspirational quote
by Serena Williams has motivated countless women to achieve wonders. Motivated by
this idea on Friday March 24 Prakriti MSI-T organised EMPOW-HER, it’s one and
only sports event for women. The event was organised under the guidelines of AICTE
on the occasion of International Women's day with the principal motive of empowering
the athleticism in college girls and to promote the women's version of sports in our
society. By providing a platform for women to connect and learn from each other, these
events empower women to take on leadership roles and make positive changes in their
lives and communities. The advent included games like kho-kho, badminton, arm
wrestling and dodgeball.



The event took place on the campus ground itself. It commenced by 10 am with
overwhelming contentment.

Badminton was the first sport that the event convulsed with, the matches were
invigorating and the competitive spirit amongst the participants really had put up an
amazing feat to view upon. Finally, the tournament came to an end with XXXX declared
as the victor.

Up Next was the Arm Wrestling competition where all our fierce warriors put an
entertaining match.

There were two people who really stood out in this competition as they both were able to
easily overpower other participants with their brute force. Their names were XXXX
XXXXX and XXXXX XXXXX but since only one can be announced as the winner in
this competition, XXXXX XXXX emerged victorious after careful evaluation.



The Arm Wrestling competition was followed by Kho-Kho. It was really enticing to
watch the participants take active participation in our native game. The game began with
hooting and cheering by the audience. After a tough match up, XXXXX XXXXX
emerged victorious.

The last but definitely not the least was Dodgeball, it was the most awaited and
convivial sport which was included in this event. The game brought out the true essence
of athleticism as it was a test of agility and perspicacity. It was really mesmerizing to
watch such a cutthroat competition between the peers.

The EMPOWHER event finally concluded with all the winners being awarded cash
prizes. Everybody had a great time. The female participants were satisfied with the
management and outcome of the



ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
17-18 APRIL 2023

On 17-18 th April, NSS MSIT and NSS MSI of Maharaja Surajmal Group of
Institutions organized their Annual Sports Day .The event was organized to
celebrate not just the athletic prowess of our competitors, but also the spirit of
teamwork, sportsmanship that is at the heart of all sports. It is not only about
winning or losing but about coming together as a community to cheer on our
athletes and share in the joy of competition. The event commenced at 9 Am in
the college ground with the lightning of torch followed by March past of
students from all the branches and courses. It was indeed a pleasure to the eyes.
The event was well organized, with sufficient equipment and personnel to
ensure a smooth running of activities.

The competition was fierce and the participants displayed a high level of skill
and determination. Participants were filled with dedication and participated
enthusiastically in the 100m Race and 200m Race. The relay races were
particularly intense, with the athletes showing excellent teamwork and
coordination.The shot put, standing broad jump and javelin throw sports were
entertaining as well with the players displaying impressive skills and
athleticism.The Discus Throw was equally exciting, with the participants
displaying precision and agility. On the second day of the event, the students
were equally pumped up as we had the finals for the respective races and the
event concluded with the most exciting Tug Of War where the teams from
different branches displayed exemplary sportsmanship .

The event concluded with distribution of refreshments and prizes for the
winners. The event promoted the importance of sports in everyone’s lives
,encouraging students to adopt a healthy lifestyle.The event was well organized ,
the participants as well as the spectators had a great time.The event not only
provided a platform to students to showcase their sport skills, but also provided
an opportunity to learn about health and fitness. NSS MSIT and NSS MSI look
forward to organizing more such events in future to promote students’
participation in sports and healthy living.





Volunteers:

Neeraj BBA G
Kartikeya Naswa CSE
Annanya Bhatt BBA G
Dixa Kanojia IT
Vanshika EEE
Kartavya Latiyan ECE
Sanidhya BBA G
KNVS Sai Sneha IT
Abhay Tomar CSE
Vashnavi CSE
Bhavesh Aggarwal IT
Sanjana Yadav CSE
Guneet Sodhi CSE
Aviral Bhardwaj CSE
Naman Madan ECE
Aaryaman CSE
Akshit Sharma IT
Yash Malik BBA B&I
Tanya Wadhwa BCOM
Hardik Gupta IT
Kirti Gupta ECE



ENVA
19-20 APRIL 2023

PRAKRITI MSIT in collaboration with NSS MSIT on the occasion of ENVA 23
- the annual Cultural Fest MSIT organized many events in collaboration
with different societies

GUNS & ROSES
PRAKRITI MSIT in collaboration with NSS MSIT on the occasion of ENVA’23
- the annual Cultural Fest MSIT organized Guns and Roses, a game for
couples on April 18th and 19th, 2023. One of the most anticipated, rousing, and
enticing games in ENVA’23. Everyone waited for this game eagerly.

The couple's game event was held over the course of two days and was
designed to test the compatibility of the participating couples. The event
involved numerous small tasks to challenge the couples' compatibility and
partnership abilities. The event commenced at 11 am on the college ground and
the event was well organized. The students responded well to the event and
actively participated in it.
The game was divided into four portions. Flip cup, as in this one of the
partners was supposed to drink the water and the other was supposed to flip the
cup right to proceed further in the game.



●

The second task was a balloon race, in which couples were asked to blow a
balloon and attach it to themselves and make it to the ending line without the
balloon getting detached from their bodies.

● Balloon race

The third task was to sort the card, in this, the pairs were asked to sort a
particular set of cards from the deck.



● Sort the card

Fourth and the last one was a three-legged race, in which one leg of both the
partners was tied together, and they were asked to complete the race.

● Three-legged race

The pair who completed the game in the least time was announced the winner
and were awarded a cash prize. The event was a success and was excellently
planned, both partakers and spectators had a wonderful time.



ROOHANIYAT 23

Prakriti MSIT in collaboration with NSS MSIT, Tark MSI(litsoc) and Cerebrate
MSIT(debsoc) on the occasion of ENVA’23 - the annual Cultural fest MSIT
organized ROOHANIYAT 23, a bilingual slam poetry competition on
Wednesday 19 of april, 2023. Approximately 30 participants showed up and
presented their pieces.

At first a brief orientation about the event was given to the participants by the
event hosts, Saksham Jain and Mehak Lawania where they introduced the
esteemed judges of the tournament - Anubhav Seth, Janvi Pahuja and Naman
Kumar Bahri. After honoring the judges and some mild banter, some general
instructions about the performances were given after which, the event had
officially commenced.

The event had various participants presenting their beautifully written pieces
one by one, with the hosts using creative methods to call the participants on the
stage. Several beautiful pieces were presented throughout the event, while some
participants opted to present their pieces written in english, majority of the
participants presented their pieces written in hindi.



After all the participants were finished reciting their respective pieces, the
judges were asked to decide on their verdict for which they had to leave the
room to discuss it within themselves. During this small interval of time, the
stage was open to the audience, the organizing committee and the participants to
present their own creative arts and this interval soon came to an end when the
judges had come back to the room to give their much awaited verdict.

The judges started announcing the results by first announcing the second

runner up - Aayush Goel, whose piece was named ‘धधें वाल�’ and he was

awarded with a gift hamper worth 500 rupees by the event sponsor

everything.uncommon.

The judges declared their runner up to be Anksh, who enamored the hearts of

the audience in the most charming way with his piece ‘�यार कर ‘ for which he



was awarded with a cash prize of 500 rupees alongside a gift hamper worth

500 rupees as well.

Lastly, Anupriya Sharma was declared as the winner of roohaniyat’23 as she
beautifully performed her piece growth and charmed the audience and the
judges alike. For her performance, she was awarded with a cash prize of 1000
rupees and a gift hamper worth 500 rupees too.

After the results were declared, the event had officially concluded and then all
the participants were later on invited for a group photograph.





FRAGZONE
REKTT, in collaboration with PRAKRITI MSIT, on the occasion of ENVA’23 -
the annual Cultural fest MSIT organized a two-day gaming event titled
FRAGZONE, featuring games like CSGO and FIFA. The event was held on the
19th and 20th of April 2023 and was a huge success.

Gaming enthusiasts gathered to showcase their skills and compete in thrilling
matches. The event was a perfect blend of excitement and fun; participants were
engaged with non-stop action throughout the two days. With its focus on
community and gaming, Fragzone was an excellent platform for gamers to
connect and showcase their skills. From 10:30 am to 4 pm, these events were
conducted at MSIT lab [106 A&B].
CS: GO

The team REKTT arranged 6 laptops for the players and the server for the event.
With RGB lights and speakers.
Over 10 teams were registered which went through a knockout stage on 19th April
2023.
On 20th April 2023, 5 teams played semifinals and on the same day, the finals
were held.
The name of the winning teams are as follows:-
1ST position
Team name (G4homies)-

● Mohak Singh (+91 7982873508)
● Bhavyam Verma (+91 9610888856)
● Runners-up

Team name(Sussy Baka)-
● Aniket (+91 7303573527)



● Atur (+91 9560668237)
FIFA

REKTT arranged PS-4 for the event along with RGB lights and speakers.
Over 30 teams registered which went through the knockout stage on 19th April
2023.
On 20th April 2023 5 teams were qualified to play semifinals and the finals were
held on the same day.
The name of the winning teams are as followed:-
1st position

● Akarsh (+91 83758 15989)

2nd position
● Shashwat (+91 98114

11260) 3rd position
● Dev Sangwan (+91 96250 06538)

ADHYAY 23
Prakriti MSIT in collaboration with NSS MSIT and AARAMBH -THE
DRAMATIC SOCIETY OF MSIT on the occasion of ENVA’23 -the annual
Cultural fest MSIT organized a stage play competition



"ADHYAY" on 20th April, 2023 in the college premises.

The teams were required to register for the event with a 10 minute video of their
play and through that 5 teams were selected for the main competition.
The registrations came from various colleges from all over Delhi with their
mighty performances and in the end these 5 teams were selected:-
1. Yakshagna - The Dramatic Society of ADGITM
2. Ashwamedh - The Dramatic Society of NSUT
3. Astitva - The Dramatic Society of DSC(M)
4. Rangayan - The Dramatic Society of ARSD



5. Anubhuti - The Dramatic Society of JDMC

The event started at about 11AM with the arrival of our chief guests Nakshatra
Sachdeva, Ankit Luthra and Harshit Sharma as our judges and our Guest of
Honors former presidents Janeshtha Wahi and Rajat Pundir.
The day was then cherished by the wonderful and energetic performances by all
the teams.
After a rigorous and tough competition the two standout teams were declared:
1st position was secured by Team Anubhuti
2nd position was secured by Team Ashwamedh
These teams were given the title of best performances.
Megha from Team Anubhuti and Yashvi Jain from Team Ashwamedh were given
the title of best performers.
And by presenting Mementos to our Judges and Guest of Honors the event was
successfully concluded.







MINUTE TOWIN IT

PRAKRITI MSIT in collaboration with NSS MSIT on the occasion of ENVA’23
- the annual Cultural Fest MSIT organized Minute to win it, a pair game on
April 19th and 20th, 2023. One of the most anticipated, rousing, and enticing
games in ENVA’23. Everyone
I've been waiting for this game.

It was designed to test the compatibility of the pair in the game about how well
they carry each other in a game with the race against the clock. The event
commenced at 11 am on the college ground and the event was well organized.
The students responded well to the event and actively participated in it.The
game was divided into 3 rounds.

1st round being the hurdle race under which the adjacent leg of the was tied
together and they had to cross a certain pathway full of hurdles under a minute
while competing against 3 teams. The first 2 teams who completed the race
Faster were proceed to the next round the 2nd round was the heads up- it
includes both partners standing facing each other at a distance, one of the
partner had to held a flashcard over their head and the other one had to enact the
word written on the flashcard. The team who guessed the most words under a
minute was proceeded to the last round

The final round being the cookie game, here it turned into an individual game
where the cookie was placed onto the forehead of both the players and they had
to eat that Cookie without using their hand. The player who was able to eat the
cookie in under a minute won that round. Then here comes the catch the last and
final round of the game was scheduled on the second day that is 20th April, if a
person has won all the rounds on the first day they had to come and won the last
round for the prizeThere was a cash prize for the winner of Rs 2k
The Last round was chopstick stack up under which the player had to transfer
the gems from one plate to another with the help of chopsticks. The person who
was able to transfer maximum gems into the other plate won the game. The
event was a success and was excellently planned, both partakers and spectators
had a wonderful time.



TREASURE HUNT
An exhilarating and adrenaline-fueled experience was witnessed by the teams,
who set their hearts out, filled with hope and doubt, solving riddles and making
their way through the middle.
The 2-day event of treasure hunt consisted of 4 sets of 5 locations, with
different clues, and fun challenges at every new location. The participating
teams had to prove their mettle by solving the riddles in the given time frame,
locating the area, coordinating with fellow teammates, and also, performing the
challenges, so as to obtain the next clue.
The top 10 teams who qualified round 1, were selected for round 2 on the
succeeding day, which again had fun challenges, within a time limit.
The event seized massive participation, and all in all, it was a great success.



SENATUS
On 20th April, Prakriti MSI-T in collaboration with Cerebrate MSIT and
Tark organized Senatus, a conventional debating tournament for students from
various colleges as well as from within the college. There was participation of
approximately sixteen to seventeen teams i.e., thirty-two to thirty-five
individuals who gave speeches throughout the competition.

The event was started by the hosts, Anubhav Seth and Nishtha Tiwari giving a
brief introduction about the tournament, explaining the motions to be debated,
and a kind request to abide by the rules. Then they proceeded to give the
esteemed judges – Annanya Mohanty, Ishita Singhal, and Kanishka Majumdar,
a warm welcome and presented them with hampers as a token of thanks. After
which, the event officially commenced.



The speakers were either speaking FOR or AGAINST the motion. Some
participants participated as a team and we got to witness some beautiful
synergies and if there were solo participations, they were teamed up by our tabs
keeper, Tanmay Narang.

The audience witnessed a lot of interesting speeches from different perspectives
and a lot of mind-opening ideas were shared with the panel. The audience
witnessed some of the best speakers in the debating circuit presenting their
views



on the motion. There were tons of brilliant interjections from the participants
and the judges as well which the speakers answered wonderfully.

Once the participants were done with all the speeches and their respective
interjections, judges proceeded to leave the room for deliberations on the
speeches and to give their verdicts for the winners and the runner-up’s. While
the judges were discussing the results, the hosts engaged the room in fun
activities by welcoming the participants and the audience to present their talent
through a karaoke session. The stage was open to all and they were showing
their flair by singing different songs and everyone was having fun.

Soon after, the judges came back to announce the results and they started by
thanking everyone for their speeches and appreciating the enthusiasm and
engagement throughout the event. The prize for best FOR speaker was given to



Robin Ahuja and the prize for winner of best AGAINST speaker was given to
Abhishek.

The best interjector prize was awarded to Rachit. The prize for the team with
the best synergy was given to Gaurika and Aasnees Kaur Sabharwal. The
position holders were awarded hampers containing stationery items.

Once the judges and the hosts were done with the results, everyone was invited
to the stage for a group photograph, and with that the tournament had reached its

conclusion.



Volunteers:

Akshit Sharma IT
Vanshika jindal BBA G
Sandeep suman EEE
Archit Aggarwal ECE
Anshuman Khanna ECE
Yash Malik BBA B&I
Vanshika EEE
Tarush Masand EEE
SIDDARTH SINGH CSE
Tanya Wadhwa BCOM
Mayank Tyagi IT
Auchitya BCA
Aparna Jindal IT
Sneha goyal IT
Saloni Pugalia IT
Dhruv Anand IT
Harshit Arora CSE
Saurabh Sikka EEE
Sarthak Garg IT
Ankit khandelwal CSE
Utkarsh Kumar IT
Saumil babuta IT
Paras ahuja IT
Shubham IT
Dishu kataria CSE



Pratham Bansal ECE
Hardik rathi IT
Sanyog Yadav BBA G
Shivam kumar EEE
Kriti Gupta ECE
Tanushree Chibber ECE
Harshit Shanwria BBA B&I
Kanishka EEE
Shreya Singh EEE
Tanmay tanwar CSE
Khushi kakkar BBA G
Sahil IT
Arunima Sharma BCA
Pradyumn IT
Shivani pandey IT
Mridul saggi IT
Dhruv Jain IT
Hargun Singh Dang CSE
Smriti Gupta EEE
Ishneet Kaur Chaddha IT
Sahil CSE
Ritik Malhotra IT
Aryan IT
Manav pathak IT
Garima IT
Muskan Katheria CSE
Prakhar Yadav ECE
Lipika EEE
Soumya Shubham BCA
Gaurav Bisht BCA
Siddarth Singh CSE
Archit Aggarwal ECE
Mohak CSE
Disha Mandiratta BBA B&I
Aryan BBA B&I
Shivank DograBBA B&I
Radhya BBA G
Mridul Garg BBA G
Ishneet kaur chadha IT
TARUSH MASAND EEE
Rishabh Gandhi BBA B&I
Sneha Goyal IT
Ansh gupta BBA G
Shashank Jain CSE
Diya BBA B&I



Ashwin negi IT
Manas goyal BCA
Harshit Arora CSE
Zaid BCA
Asnshika lakra BBA B&I
Prachi IT
Ritik Malhotra IT
Dhruv Jain IT
Nikunj BBA G
Jahnvi IT
Saumil babuta IT
Asheesh Agarwal BBA G
Divyam BBA G
Paritosh Bhandari BBA G
Arham Goel BBA B&I
Ayushi EEE
Kushal Devgon BCA
Gaurav Sharma BCA
Tanmay tanwar CSE
Kriti Gupta ECE
Punya tomar CSE
Uchit Sharma BBA B&I
Vishesh BBA B&I
Ananya BBA B&I
Radhika BBA G
Siddharth thapar BBA G
Sarthak Garg IT
Pradyumn Pandey IT
Rishita malik BBA B&I
Mayank Tyagi IT
Aviral BBA G
Mahima CSE
Avni gupta BBA B&I
Manav solanki CSE Mehul singh sirohi BCA
Hargun Singh Dang CSE
Shreshth BCA
Naman nehra BBA B&I
Uday IT
Saloni pugalia IT
Hardik Rathi IT
Navish BBA G
Shubham IT
Aryan jha IT
Ansh Lakhanpal BBA G
Abhay BBA G



Raghav BBA G
Ananya Gupta BBA G
Priya ECE
Dhruv Hooda BCA
Randeep Singh BCA
Tarun negi CSE
Tanushree Chibber ECE
Pranav CSE
Shreya Chopra BBA G
Pranshu BBA B&I
Karan BBA B&I
Nikhil BBA G
Paridhi BBA G
Aditya IT
Gaurav Gahlot IT
Akshat dogra BBA B&I
Mridul Saggi IT
Ishaan kukreja BBA G
sameer joshi CSE
Shefali BBA B&I
Gaurav dabas CSE
Nishtha BCA
Vaibhav Jain CSE
Kunal BCA
vanshita jaiswal BBA B&I
Siddhant IT
Sahil IT
Akshit Sharma IT
Ishani BBA G
Shashank IT
Harsh Dhankhar IT
Harsh gupta BBA G
Gunjan BBA G
Rohan sharma BBA G
Daksh Garg BBA G
Chhavi ECE
Sudhanshu BCA
Naman Sethi BCA
Vineet sirohi CSE
Anshuman Khanna ECE
Aman Chaudhary CSE
Harshit Shanwria BBA B&I
Pranjal BBA B&I
Kriti BBA B&I
Khuspreet BBA G



Jalaj BBA G
Shruti IT
Aparna Jindal IT
Zaid ali azad BBA B&I
Shivani pandey IT
Himanshu kumar BBA G
vansh choudhary CSE
Anusree BBA G
Sharansh kapoor CSE
Anuj Singh CSE
Vikas BCA
disha balyan BBA B&I
Nitin IT
Utkarsh IT
Aditya Ladwa lT
Kanishk BBA G
Raunak IT
Tushar Bharti IT
Adi BBA G
Aditya BBA G
Priyanshu BBA G
Manav Singhal BBA G



PLANTATION DRIVE
24 July, 2023

NSS MSIT in collaboration with the Eco club MSI organized a Plantation Drive
as regular practice in order to spread awareness about the environmental issues
existing due to deforestation and its adverse effects on us.



The event began with the welcoming of Shri Kaptan Singh, the president of
SMES who was further joined by other respected members of SMES alongside
the directors of both MSI and MSIT with several other members of the staff.

To make sure the drive lived upto the theme, “EACH ONE, PLANT ONE” a
total of 50 saplings were utilized and the planters were brought from a
government nursery in order to support the good cause. And after by Kaptan sir,
rest of the members followed his guidance to plant the rest of the saplings in the
open ground in front of the college auditorium as well as the main ground, with
their names mentioned against every sapling present.



All these efforts were pooled in by every student,staff members,directors and
SMES members present to make sure that issues like climate change and ideas
like planting trees to facilitate much more oxygen flow and reduction of CO2 in
the environment.



Participants:

Yuvraj Gupta CSE
Abhay Tomar CSE
Naman Madan CSE
Maanvika CSE
Kartikeya Naswa CSE
Vidhu Mathur CSE
Bishwajeet Parhi CSE
Priya Raj Kashyap ECE
Vanshaj Jain BCOM
Ritika bansal BBA G
Naman Vyas CSE
Deewanshi Batra BCOM
Guneet Sodhi CSE
Bhavesh Aggarwal IT
Tarush Masand EEE
Sanjana Yadav CSE
Kartik Tyagi EEE
Shubham Panwar EEE
Shreya Singh EEE
Dhiraj Jha IT
Ayushi Singh EEE



Blood Donation Camp
25 September 2023

On the occasion of NSS Day, Prakriti MSIT in collaboration with NSS MSIT, UBA
MSIT and NSS MSI organized their annual blood donation camp on Monday 25th of
September,2023 where a total of 220 people participated and donated their blood.

The event had two blood banks come over, one of them being Rotary Club of Janakpuri
while the other being the Pitampura blood bank who assisted the blood donors and
collected their blood for the use of other people in the future.



The registrations were done in front of the auditorium, where volunteers from both NSS
MSI and Prakriti MSIT were assisting people and administering the name of every
volunteer who wanted to donate their blood.

The blood donation was being done in the auditorium as well as in the blood donation
van in front of the auditorium and participants had the agency to opt into donating blood
in either of the locations which helped the event see a collection of 220 blood bags.



After the volunteers had finished donating their blood,they enjoyed the decorations of
the events all around the campus and indulged in recording their feedback of donating
their blood,expressing their satisfaction.



And as a token of gratitude, all the participants were provided with refreshments and a
memento to celebrate their achievement of donating blood.



Herbal Garden Inception
September

In the last week of September, our college with the help of
Eco Club MSIT in association with Prakriti, UBA and NSS
MSIT took a significant step towards environmental
sustainability by establishing a Herbal Garden on Campus.
This initiative coincided with Green Consumer Day,
emphasizing our commitment to creating a greener and
more sustainable future.

The primary purpose of this Garden is to promote the
cultivation of medicinal plants and raise awareness about
the importance of herbal remedies. We aim to provide a
nurturing environment for the cultivation of various
medicinal plants, promoting the sustainable use of these resources.

The creation of the Herbal Garden was made possible with the
help of Ms. Mamta Ma’am and Ms. Savita Ma’am. They led
and watched over the project to make sure everything went
smoothly.

Students understood their role and took the responsibilities of
specific plants. They demonstrated a strong commitment to
environmental responsibility by utilizing metallic nameplates
instead of disposable plastic nameplates. The creative team, an
essential part of the project, helped in the creation of
nameplates and craft-related work for the Garden.

Herbal Plants, we planted are:

DARWIN PEA

Peas are a good source of vitamins, including vitamin C and vitamin K, as
well as minerals like manganese, folate, and dietary fiber. The fiber content
in peas can aid in maintaining heart health by helping to lower cholesterol
levels.



INSULIN

The insulin plant is a medicinal plant that is believed to have properties
that can help lower blood sugar levels. Some people use the leaves of the
Insulin Plant in traditional medicine for managing diabetes.

PERIWINKLE

The plant contains alkaloids vincristine and vinblastine, which are used
in the treatment of various cancers, particularly leukemia and
lymphoma.

HIBISCUS

Hibiscus tea is thought to have antihypertensive properties and may help
lower blood pressure. Hibiscus tea may have mild diuretic properties and
can promote healthy digestion.

NEEM

Neem twigs are traditionally used for oral hygiene as they have
antibacterial properties that may help prevent gum disease and maintain
oral health.

LEMON GRASS

The aroma of lemongrass is used in aromatherapy to promote relaxation
and reduce stress and anxiety. It is often used as an herbal remedy to
support the immune system and may aid in fighting off common colds
and infections.

CURRY LEAVES

Curry leaves are included in weight loss diets due to their potential to
help reduce appetite and control weight gain. These leaves contain
carotenoids that can support eye health and prevent conditions like
cataracts and macular degeneration.



CAROM SEEDS

In traditional medicine, carom seeds are used to manage respiratory
issues such as asthma, bronchitis, and coughs due to their potential to
alleviate congestion and improve airflow.

LEMON

Lemons are well-known for their high vitamin C content, which supports
the immune system, aids in collagen production for healthy skin, and has
antioxidant properties.

BASIL

The aroma of basil essential oil is thought to have calming and
stress-reducing effects. Basil is rich in antioxidants, which can help
protect cells from oxidative damage.

INDIAN GINSENG

Some people use Indian Ginseng to improve the quality of their sleep and
combat insomnia. Indian Ginseng is believed to improve memory and
cognitive function.

NIGHT JASMINE

The calming aroma of night jasmine is thought to help with sleep. Some
people place night jasmine flowers in their bedroom to improve sleep
quality.

ALEOVERA

Aleovera promotes the healing of minor wounds and cuts. Its
antimicrobial properties can help prevent infections, and it may stimulate
the production of collagen, which is essential for wound healing.



Students involved in this Herbal Garden Inception are:

Supervised by:

Ms. Mamta Ma’am

Ms. Savita Ma’am

Name: Deepak Kumar Thakur
Enrollment No: 00696307322
Branch & Year: ECE(E) & 3rd year

Name: Ajit Sah
Enrollment No: 00596307322
Branch & Year: ECE(E) & 3rd
year

Name:Maahin Singh
Enrollment No: 125230013666
Branch & Year: BBA (B&I) & 1st year

Name:Mitika Jha
Enrollment No:
125230017925
Branch & Year: BBA (B&I)
& 1st year

Name: Vanshika Verma
Enrollment No: 125230004617
Branch & Year: BBA (General) & 1st year

Name: Ishika Deshwal
Enrollment No: 35115002722
Branch & Year: CSE(2) & 2nd
year

Name:Mohit Singh
Enrollment No: 00315007722
Branch & Year: IT-2 & 3rd year

Name: Ayush Singh
Enrollment No: 00596307222
Branch & Year: CSE-4 & 3rd
year



CODE4CAUSE HACKATHON
5 October, 2023 - 6 October, 2023

NSS MSIT along with Geek Room organized a Hybrid CODE4CAUSE Hackathon on
5th October 2023 and 6th October 2023 with the primary objective of fostering
innovative solutions and driving positive change in various fields, including healthcare,
education, environment, agriculture, and other social causes, all through a technical lens.

"CODE4CAUSE" received an overwhelming response, with over 1900 students from all
corners of India registering for the event. Out of these, more than 700 students
participated in person, turning this hackathon into a significant gathering of tech
enthusiasts and problem solvers.

The event attracted students from a wide range of esteemed colleges across India.
Notable participants included students from:

● Malaviya National Institute of Technology (MNIT)



● Delhi Technological University (DTU)
● Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women (IGDTUW)
● Various Delhi University (DU) colleges
● Netaji Subhas University of Technology (NSUT)
● Lovely Professional University (LPU)
● SRM Institute of Science and Technology (SRM)
● Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College (AKG)
● University School of Information, Communication, and Technology (USICT)
● University School of Architecture and Planning (USAR)
● Affiliated colleges of Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University (GGSIPU)
● And many more

The active involvement of students from such diverse institutions added significant
value to the event and highlighted the broad appeal of "CODE4CAUSE."

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS:

Thematic Focus

The hackathon addressed critical issues in the fields of healthcare, education,
environment, agriculture, and other social causes. This thematic diversity encouraged
participants to think creatively and develop innovative solutions to tackle pressing
societal challenges.



Collaboration

Collaboration was a key feature of "CODE4CAUSE." Participants formed diverse
teams, bringing together individuals with different backgrounds and skills to brainstorm,
design, and develop solutions.

Mentorship

The event featured experienced mentors from academia and industry who provided
guidance and expertise to the participating teams, helping them refine their ideas and
projects.

Seminars

"CODE4CAUSE" also included a series of seminars on emerging technologies, design
thinking, and social entrepreneurship. These sessions equipped participants with the
knowledge and tools necessary to address complex challenges.

Jury and Evaluation

A panel of expert judges evaluated the projects and selected winners based on criteria
such as innovation, feasibility, impact, and presentation. The competition was fierce,
with numerous impressive projects making it a challenging task for the judges.

EVENT PROCEEDINGS:

● Participants commenced their arrival at the college at 8 am, where they were
thoughtfully grouped into batches and directed to their respective destinations – the
Auditorium and Seminar Hall 06 and 406.

● The event kicked off at 10 am with a ceremonial lamp lighting in the Auditorium,
graced by the presence of Shri Kaptan Singh ji, President of SMES, who not only ignited
the lamp but also extended a warm and heartfelt welcome to all the participants gathered
in our college.



● Following the inaugural session, participants were provided with essential insights
into the rules and regulations of the Hackathon, as well as an introduction to the exciting
themes they would be exploring. To further enrich the experience, we had the privilege
of hosting distinguished speakers from Zura Verse, Quine, and BobbleAI, who delivered
captivating presentations on the latest in technology, complemented by engaging and
interactive seminars.

● Following a productive morning, students were treated to a hearty lunch and a
well-deserved break at 2:30 pm. After recharging their energy, teams had the flexibility
to choose between working offline or online for the next phase of the event. Those eager



to continue their projects offline, remained on-site, with dedicated spaces allocated on
the 4th and 6th floors, where they began their creative work.

● At 6 pm, a mentoring session, led by seasoned mentors, offered essential guidance
and support to the participating teams. This session paved the way for the selection of
teams that would advance to the second day. With the conclusion of this enlightening
and productive day, we wrapped up our first day's activities by 8 pm.

● On the second day, a total of 35 shortlisted teams gathered and actively
participated. Each team delivered captivating presentations that were meticulously
evaluated by our panel of judges. Following an intense day of deliberation and stiff
competition, the moment we had all been waiting for arrived, as the winners were finally
unveiled.



WINNERS AND PRIZES:

After a rigorous evaluation process, the following teams were declared the winners of
"CODE4CAUSE":
● WINNER: Team Lakshya - Immersive lab with interactive 3D models in VR

● RUNNER UP: Team Smart Sampann - MSIT Connect - one stop solution by
which a college student can access everything related to their college

The winning team received a cash prize of Rs. 10,000 and the Runner Ups received
exclusive swags and certificates.



CONCLUSION:

"CODE4CAUSE" was a resounding success, bringing together passionate students from
diverse educational backgrounds to address pressing societal issues. The event not only
showcased the technical prowess of young innovators but also underlined the importance
of collaboration and innovation in finding solutions to the challenges our society faces.
We are grateful for the support and participation of all students, mentors, and partners in
making "CODE4CAUSE" a memorable and impactful event.

We look forward to future editions of this hackathon, with the hope that it will continue
to be a catalyst for positive change in our society.

SPONSORS:

● Zura Verse

● Devfolio

● Bobble AI

● OLA



● Quine

● Filecoin

● Tezos

● Classmate

● Axure

● echo 3D

MENTORS:

● Chaitanya Gandhi

● Mahak Kaur

● Kanishk Chhabra

● Shruti Arora

● Jaskirat Singh

● Harshit Arora

● Harsh Vardhan

● Virat Chauhan

● Purvesh Gupta

● Dhruv Bakshi

● Chirag Arora

● Harsh Kumar

● Avdesh Kumar

● Chaitanya Anand

JUDGES:

● Taranjot Singh

● Simarpreet Singh

● Jaskirat Singh



Food Donation Drive
16 October 2023

On the 16th of October, 2023, UBA MSIT, NSS MSIT, and Prakriti MSIT joined hands

to organize a Food Donation Drive, extending immediate food assistance to those in

need within the college vicinity. This heartfelt initiative was taken to mark World Food

Day, a global event that underscores the significance of addressing hunger and food

security.



Members of our society came together to contribute to the food donation drive,

generously providing a variety of essential food items. The donated items included

biscuits, Frooti, packets of dal, rice, milk, and more. At 2:30 P.M., our dedicated team

gathered around the Tihar slum areas and the Tilak Nagar metro station, ensuring that

assistance reached those who needed it the most.



Our collective effort had a profound impact on the lives of numerous individuals in the

vicinity of our college.With unwavering enthusiasm, the students brought forth an

assortment of food items for this drive.



To further amplify our message and the spirit of giving, our creative team designed

eye-catching banners and posters, emphasizing the value of food donation in our

community.



Cloth Donation Drive
19 October 2023

The Cloth Donation Drive was organized by Prakriti MSIT, along with NSS MSIT and
UBA MSIT, at ( name of the place ) on 19th October, 2023. Each and every individual
participated enthusiastically during the drive. The drive started at 12:30 P.M. The drive
served in promoting a sense of community and social responsibility, and raising
awareness about the importance of recycling clothing.

Donors generously contributed used clothing items, including clothing for all ages, in
good condition. Collection was open for a specified period to gather donations.
Volunteers sorted and categorized the donated clothing into different sizes and types. An



inventory was maintained to ensure efficient distribution. Clothing items were
distributed while ensuring a fair and respectful process, from infants to aged people.

A reasonable number of individuals and families received clothing assistance, helping
them address their immediate needs. The event witnessed numerous volunteers
contributing their time and effort to the cause. Awareness about the importance of
clothing donation and recycling was raised within the community.

The Cloth Donation Drive was a successful community initiative that brought people
together to support those in need. It not only provided clothing assistance to individuals
and families but also promoted a sense of social responsibility and community spirit.
The event's positive impact highlights the importance of continued efforts to help those
less fortunate in our community.



The enthusiastic participants were :



Cracker Awareness Rally
10 November 2023

On 10th November NSS MSIT organized an inviting Cracker Awareness Rally on the
college campus ahead of the festival to foster environmental consciousness and a safer
Diwali celebration. The initiative sought to educate and inspire students and staff to
make sound moral choices during the festive period and help mitigate the adverse
environmental impact of Diwali celebrations.

The event started with an inaugural ceremony, where faculty members and students
gathered to support the cause. Followed by which a colourful and vibrant march began,
students carried placards and banners conveying messages about the environmental
consequences of using firecrackers. The rally moved through different sections of the
campus, attracting the attention of students, faculty, and staff. Creative slogans
supporting a green and safe Diwali vibrated through the entire campus.



The Cracker Awareness Rally proved to be a highly successful initiative in promoting
environmental responsibility among the students. The event not only educated people
about the harmful effects of firecrackers but also inspired them to adopt more
eco-friendly practices like reusable diyas, green crackers, etc during festive celebrations.
By fostering awareness and a sense of responsibility, we aimed to contribute to a cleaner
and greener Diwali celebration for the entire community.

Volunteers:

1. Bhavesh Aggarwal
2. Nipun
3. Ayush
4. Avaneesh
5. Karmanya
6. Prem parsad
7. Ayush
8. Bhavyam
9. Nidhi
10. Muskan
11. Bhumika
12. Arnav
13. Karan
14. Krish
15. Swayam
16. Jayendra
17. Aman
18. Akash
19. Guneet Sodhi
20. Aaryaman
21. Sanjana Yadav



Ethnic Day
10 November 2023

The Ethnic Day event held at MSIT by NSS MSIT along with Prakriti MSIT was a
spectacular celebration held on the 10th November, starting at 10:00 AM and
culminating around 4:00 PM. The entire campus was buzzing with an array of activities,
stalls, and performances, creating an atmosphere brimming with enthusiasm and cultural
richness.

As the event commenced, students and visitors were greeted by an assortment of stalls
offering a delightful variety of experiences. The food stalls presented tantalizing dishes
from diverse cuisines, tempting everyone's taste buds with flavors from across the
country. The jewelry stalls displayed exquisite ornaments, attracting fashion enthusiasts
and those seeking unique accessories. Additionally, game stalls provided an avenue for
friendly competitions, while food challenge stalls dared participants to venture into
adventurous taste trials, igniting a sense of excitement among attendees.



The heart of the celebration was the captivating performances by the college's dramatic,
dance, and music societies—Aarambh, Octave, Unity, and Sifar. These talented groups
showcased the cultural diversity through their mesmerizing acts, leaving the audience
spellbound. The dramatic society skillfully portrayed different cultural narratives, while
the dance society enraptured everyone with their synchronized moves, and the music
societies filled the air with melodious tunes that resonated with the essence of various
traditions.

The event reached a crescendo with the arrival of Karan Kaushik who graced the stage,
mesmerizing the crowd with his soulful voice and engaging performances. The
atmosphere became electric as the singer's melodies intertwined with the cheers and
applause of the audience. Subsequently, a lively DJ set the stage for an energetic dance
session, where students reveled in the beats, showcasing their best dance moves and
enjoying the collective celebration.

Throughout the day, the amalgamation of different cultural elements fostered an
environment of unity and appreciation. As the event drew to a close around 4:00 PM, it
left behind a trail of cherished memories, laughter, and a renewed sense of cultural
appreciation among everyone present. The event was a hit which made everyone leave
the campus with a wide smile on their faces.



Participants:

Abhay Tomar
Naman Madan
Maanvika
Kartikeya Naswa
Vidhu Mathur
Bishwajeet Parhi
Priya Raj Kashyap
Naman Vyas
Deewanshi Batra
Bhavesh Aggarwal
Nipun
Ayush
Avaneesh
Karmanya
Prem parsad
Ayush
Bhavyam
Nidhi
Muskan
Bhumika
Arnav
Karan
Krish
Swayam
Jayendra
Aman
Akash
Aaryaman Singh
Guneet Sodhi
Sanjana Yadav


